The Effect of Vibrotactile Cuing on Recovery Strategies From a Treadmill-Induced Trip.
Effective fall prevention technologies need to detect and transmit the key information that will alert an individual in advance about a potential fall. This study investigated advanced vibrotactile cuing that may facilitate trip recovery for balance-impaired individuals who are prone to falling. A split-belt treadmill that simulated unpredictable trip perturbations was developed to compare balance recovery without and with cuing. Kinetic and kinematic measures from force plates and full body motion capture system were used to characterize the recovery responses. Experiment I evaluated recovery adaptation resulting from repeated trip exposure without vibrotactile cuing. Experiment II investigated the effects of vibrotactile cuing as a function of cuing location (upper arm, trunk, lower leg) and lead time prior to a trip (250, 500 ms). Experiment I showed that trip recovery improved progressively from the fourth to the eighth trial. Experiment II showed that trip recovery was almost the same as the eighth trial in Experiment I, regardless of the location of the cuing stimulus and lead time. The results suggest that a combination of vibrotactile cuing and hazard detection technology could reduce the risk of trips and falls.